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Technology Main Focus at Town Hall Meeting

By Jennifer Cunningham

Technology was the main topic of discussion at a recent meeting with Howard University President Dr. Patrick Swygert Tuesday night.

In his address to more than 200 students, faculty and staff in the School of Business implementing the ResNet system and increasing the importance of technological expansion and 24-hour operation of the Undergraduate Library (UGL), Swygert said, “There and a half years ago we began implementing for the first time a campus-wide system to help students do their homework. The system was installed last fall and we are now a few months away from implementing the full system, which will allow 24-hour access to the facility.”

Professor of Political Science, Shabazz, said he grew up in DC and saw first hand the problems that should be addressed. Now, he is actively seeking membership from Howard students, who he said have to complete term projects and get the same age group and will continue to provide the facility.

Howard University students are concerned about the cleanliness of the building and are working to get the facility cleaned.

“I actively seek membership from Howard; students have always played a key role in the development of the lab,” Shabazz said. “I know the students have problems with the facility and that should be addressed.

Shabazz said he grew up in DC and saw first hand the problems that should be addressed. Now, he is actively seeking membership from Howard students, who he said have to complete term projects and get the same age group and will continue to provide the facility.

Professor of Political Science, Shabazz, said he grew up in DC and saw first hand the problems that should be addressed. Now, he is actively seeking membership from Howard students, who he said have to complete term projects and get the same age group and will continue to provide the facility.

As a Howard undergraduate and Law School alumnus, Shabazz said he has long been a supporter of the feeding and clothing initiatives, which he said have been effective in providing food and clothing to those in need.

For Shabazz, the student has just as much potential as the student who is off-campus, Shabazz said. “Our students have come to rely on it and look for
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HU Researchers Continue Assault on AIDS

BY AMANDA ARMSTRONG AND CHRISTOPHER VOYDAT

Hilltop Staff Writers

Dr. John McNeil and Dr. Celia McNeil want to break down national barriers to AIDS management, their patients, and their work.

"We are trying to develop some unique ways of treating rather than just managing and treating," said McNeil. "We want to provide more comprehensive services through the Internet."

Alumni Recalls His Days at The "Mecca"

By Tiffiny Brown

Hilltop Staff Writer

Win Williams, 20-month-old Howard alum, was the main character of this story. He was a family man, the husband of Karla Reid-Win, the father of two sons, and a Howard graduate.

"I'm a true Bison till the end," he said. "I'm a true Bison till the end."
Howard vs. Morgan State, More Than a Football Game

The band, which has been the face of Howard University for most of its history, made the Morgan State dancers feel at home in Bison territory (I don't mean that in a sexual way), but that wasn't it.

The game was a rollercoaster ride, with 27 unanswered points by Morgan in the second quarter. But, the highlight of the game was when Mike Myers yell "Yea Baby!" into Bison territory (I don't mean that in a sexual way), but that wasn't it.

The mere atmosphere of the stadium was enough to get you on your feet. It was like watching the movie "Friday" and "Austin Powers" at the same time. The band was on top of the world, and the cheerleaders were dancing their hearts out in another touchdown.

When I sat in the section I couldn't help but think, "Am I having this much fun at the game?"
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You need a pretty good SAT score to get into college.

Almost good enough to get into our internships.

Congratulations! All the browning, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college now — and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it.

One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job every summer while you're still in school — making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.

web site www.inroadsinc.org

301-587-5880

You got this far. Now go farther.

INROADS

Fannie Mae - Now serving sweet high-tech opportunities to earn more than $65,000 within the next three years!

In new technologies. A world of innovation awaits you! This is the place where it all comes together. Fannie Mae's interns and employees are highly committed to making a difference in the world of housing finance. Join Fannie Mae and be a part of the technical revolution that begins here. The world's largest non-bank financial company continues to grow.

THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIST (UST) PROGRAM

This is a 36-month program divided into two phases. During the first 18 weeks of the program, UST participants will receive technical training in JAVA, UNIX, object-oriented analysis and design, Sybase relational database concepts and Web Technologies. Upon completion, participants will be assigned to teams within our technical divisions and use their classroom training to complete challenging tasks.

Participants in Fannie Mae's UST program should be recent college graduates or students who will receive their undergraduate degrees by the end of June 2001. A degree or experience in Information Technology, Business, and/or Finance is a plus. Selected individuals will be invited to take an aptitude assessment to ensure that their Information Technology potential is high. Upon successful completion of the program, you will be invited to assume an entry level position. Consideration is contingent upon your participation in the program and the completion of the program by July 2002. Individuals invited to the UST program will receive an annual starting salary of $35,000, as well as a 36-month benefits package. Participation in this program will result in a minimum of $65,000 within the next three years. Fannie Mae is an equal opportunity employer and this position is open to all qualified individuals.

To apply for the UST Program, please send your resume and cover letter expressing interest to the attention of COQ UST 2001 via email to: cfehring@fanniemae.com or fax to: (202) 752-5554. Unrestricted work authorization is required for at least the 3-year duration of the program. All resumes must be received by Friday, October 13, 2000. For more information, please visit our website:

www.fanniemae.com

Fannie Mae is an equal opportunity employer and this position is open to all qualified individuals and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, marital status, disability, veteran status or union affiliation. The resume of a qualified non-English-speaking individual will be accepted.
The City

Stevie Wonder Performs at District's Largest Fund Raiser

By LAUREN B. ANSHEW
City Editor

The district's perennially popular, advanced dinner and a chance to see Stevie Wonder perform. Hundreds of district residents filed into a dark room at the MCI Center Sept. 22 for School Night, an annual fund raiser dinner and a chance to see Stevie Wonder perform. The district's school system is predominantly black, but the event brought together people of all races.

"Any time anyone focuses on children, I want to be there," said Jarvis, who hosted the event, said the audience was

"demand a end poverty and violence against specuve. The organizers want its followers to

"This is really symbolic of what Howard brainchild is, it takes to do it," Jarvis said. "It's a way to clean up Georgia Avenue.

The exam will be held at over 400 locations both domestically and overseas on Saturday, November 4, 2000. It's free.
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We Need 24-Hour Access

Just post the crumbling C.B. Powell building, and across the street from the still-new bookstore, the iLab sits as a testimony to the University's commitment to the future and its failure to plan for the present. The Information Lab at Technology Center, or iLab, opened its doors for students on April 27 at midnight. With hundreds of workstations, the lab was billed to be the University's only 24-hour computer facility. The lab is complete with 200 computer terminals, including PCs, Macintoshes and UNIX-based machines.

Now, weeks into the semester, the University has gone back on its word to build? We think so. The administration has gone back on its word to ensure student safety. Just who thought of putting the iLab in that particular spot anyway? Was the security issue a mere oversight in the rush to build WestLink? Then comes UGL. There is really no excuse for this facility to shutter its doors. Even if the number of students who pull all-nighters decreases, full access to UGL should not diminish. We applaud Howard University Student Association President Sellano Simmons for voicing these concerns to members of the University's senior leadership and President Swygert. And we support him in his effort to secure 24-hour access to these facilities. Likewise, we trust that President Swygert will work towards opening these facilities on or before the November 13th deadline suggested by Simmons.

The early closing of the iLab is an attempt by the University to skirt the real issue of its failure to hire enough security officers to ensure student safety. Just who thought of fixing things -- sooner rather than later? Yet another tradition of security. Likewise, they see the long lines that only UGL hours bring to be the University's only 24-hour facility last year. So where do they go? Certainly not the Undergraduate Library (UGL). That too closes around midnight, though it was a 24-hour facility last year.

University officials see the early closing of the iLab as an answer to the question of security. Likewise, they see the early closing of the UGL as a way to reduce the decreasing number of students who study there at night. We disagree.
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**Perspectives**

**Our Culture, Our Problem, Let's Deal With It**

**By Summer Brown**

Damon Waters

Several weeks ago the Congressional Select Committee on Health named another annual legislative conference entitled "Health, Teaching, and the Diasporan Experience." They discussed the effect that the disease has had on their brothers and sisters across the Atlantic oceans in Africa and in the Caribbean, where it is an ever worsening phenomena that receives little to no attention, unlike AIDS. This tragedy is having right here at home. Sadly, where it is an ever worsening phenomena that off to the side. These teenagers and young geography and epidemiology of the disease, my adults represented the new face of the pandemic. races combined. One in 50 Black men and one sex-education, pregnancy and disease prevention in the middle and high schools there are becoming increasingly frequent and eloquently put it during her speech what good will that do? As one speaker so directly and eloquently put it during her speech sex-education, pregnancy and disease prevention is not the answer. This is not the answer. Directly, I overheard her say "we have to take our clothes off to have a good time." And it is a simple question of only that "we have to take our clothes off to have a good time." And it is a simple question of only that "we have to take our clothes off to have a good time." And it is a simple question of only that "we have to take our clothes off to have a good time." And it is a simple question of only...

**Undergrad Trustee Report**

By Summer Brown

Charles Coleman, Jr.

Last year, one of the keenest pillars of your campaign platform, the REAL Agenda, was accomplished in a way that would have made your predecessor proud. The issues you've faced and the way you've handled them are impressive. I'm happy that you were able to address specifically for students to contact a help. Meet Your Trustee Night had a lot to offer the students and the community. Providing students with not only access to, but more importantly accessible information for representation of your voice to the highest body in the land. Another platform point of mine was so effective. I sought to achieve this through enabling students to communicate with the faculty leaders, Dr. Carol Monroe and Dr. Mark Porter. We established this alliance and provided...
GO BISON!!

TENNIS – MEN
DC METRO TOURNAMENT
Friday, Sept. 29 - Sunday, Oct. 1

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
@ The BURR
BISON vs. Delaware State U.
6PM, Tues., Oct. 3

BISON vs. Hampton U.
6PM, Friday, Oct. 6

SWIMMING & DIVING
THE SHARK INTRA-SQUAD MEET
@ The BURR Pool
5PM, Friday, Oct. 6

SOCCER DOUBLE HEADER !!
@ Greene Stadium
Friday, Oct. 6
WOMEN vs. Stetson U. @5:30PM
MEN vs. Florida Int’l @ 7:30PM

WOMEN’S SOCCER
@ Greene Stadium
BISON vs. South Carolina State
3:00PM, Sat., Oct. 7

Division of Student Affairs
September 2000
HOME Spells Victory for the Bison Over Morgan

By Don T. Calhoun

Football Team Defeats Morgan State 35-23

Nellie Pagon, in SportsWeek's Scholar-

Athlete Spotlight.

Story on BZ

This season started with a bang, as the Bison defense, led by Senior star quarterback Bobby Townsend was a key component in the team's 35-23 victory over Morgan State last Saturday.

Pagon, a sophomore, had a career day against Morgan, completing 7 of 16 passes for 176 yards and three touchdowns. He also rushed for 63 yards and scored a touchdown.

The Bison scored early in the first quarter as Hutchinson and scored 3 touchdowns in the game. The Bison offense was led by the strong arm of quarterback Pagon, who threw for 176 yards and 3 touchdowns.

The Bison defense, led by Townsend, held Morgan to just 23 points, allowing the Bison to secure a comfortable win.

At halftime, the Bison led 28-7 and it was clear that the game was out of reach for Morgan.

In the second half, the Bison offense continued to dominate, scoring 7 more points to put the final score at 35-23.

This victory moves the Bison to 3-0 on the season and keeps them in contention for a conference title.

Pagon's performance was key to the Bison's win, as he showed off his arm strength and ability to read defenses.

Townsend's defense also played a key role, holding Morgan to just 23 points and forcing them to make mistakes.

The Bison's win was a boost for their confidence going into their next game, as they look to continue their winning streak.
Pagon: Howard Tennis Team’s Rising Star

By Joe Bries
Hoyle Hall Writer

Dwayne Pagon, a second semester freshman and one of the brightest prospects on the Howard University men’s tennis team, has captured the attention of his team mates and opponents alike.

Pagon, originally from Jamaica, is now a sophomore and is currently the number one singles player on the team. He has already made his mark on the Howard tennis team, and his success is expected to continue.

Pagon began playing tennis at the age of seven and continued to improve his skills throughout high school. He has been described as a natural talent by his coaches and teammates.

Pagon’s success on the court has not only impressed his teammates, but also the opponents. His aggressive playing style and powerful serves have earned him a reputation as a formidable opponent.

Pagon’s greatest achievement to date was winning the MEAC Tennis Championship in his freshman year. This was a significant accomplishment, as the MEAC is one of the toughest conferences in the country.

Pagon’s success has not gone unnoticed by the college tennis community. He was recently featured in a national tennis magazine, highlighting his rise to prominence.

Pagon’s success has also inspired younger players and is motivating them to work even harder to achieve their own goals. His dedication and hard work are an inspiration to his teammates and to anyone who watches him play.

Pagon’s future is bright, and he is expected to continue to make a name for himself in the world of college tennis. He is a shining example of hard work paying off, and his success serves as motivation for all those who aspire to achieve greatness in their own endeavors.
The always busy Spike Lee has signed on to direct a Huey P. Newton story for BET Movies. The movie will be based on the life of the co-founder of the Black Panther Party. The lead role of Newton will be played by actor Jamie Foxx.

The music review for this week is by Marika Anderson, Hillsdale Staff Writer.

**Herpes: A cure for her?**

The herpes virus is one of the most common sexually transmitted diseases. Its incubation period is about 9 to 21 days, after which it can cause a painful sores on the skin or mucous membranes in the mouth, anus, and/or vagina. The sores usually heal within 2 to 4 weeks, but the virus remains dormant in the body and can reactivate at any time, causing recurrent outbreaks.
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**Entertainment Briefs**

Compiled by Brandon Smiley

Assistant Campus Editor

Russell Simonds' brainchild website, 360hip-hop.com, has been sold to BET but out two months since its launch. With the merger, 30 percent of the employees were lost during the transition. The website was supposed to be the holy grail of urban entertainment.

DMX has inked a publishing deal with Harper Entertainment for the rights to his autobiography. "The Paper Route" will be published in 2001.
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Sex and the City' Author's 'Blondes' Seek Out Sexmates

By Melissa Alexandria
Daily Iowan (Iowa State-Axis)

One of the authors of "Sex and the City" has reportedly been seeking sexmates for her book "Four Blondes." Despite the book's title and the image it portrays, the author has been portrayed as a conventional woman who has never made it to the rank of supermodel. Each year, she sets out on a quest to help single, desperate women make love with a famous movie producer. That is, until she finds out he has a fish called "Blondes." The author is Bushnell, author of "Sex and the City." Now for reading pleasure. Bushnell brings the sad thing is, Janey doesn't care if he's ugly, small (if you know what I mean) or a complete wacko as long as she gets him sex, and he gives her a summer of luxury. Fair trade, right? However, (If you ever thought your sex life was unusual, don't worry about your journal.) If you ever thought you were having doubts about your husband, don't worry about your sex life. This is the "Greatest Of All Time." He is a pioneer of hip-hop, but he is doing a very poor job of it. On the other hand, the rest of the album goes downhill. LL Cool J's 'G.O.A.T.' Not Exactly the Greatest of All Time

By Dustin Sibert
Michigan Daily (Al-Michigan)

"The Greatest Of All Time," LL Cool J's eighth solo venture, G.O.A.T.: Greatest Of All Time, basically sums up his general intention for his new album: To let the masses understand that he knows how to rap properly. According to some, the rapper may have been the perfect rapper. By the time he was 16 years old, he had already married DJ Scratch and the Trackmasters. Without a doubt, it was the only way for him to start his solo career. However, he struggled to break through the thumping beat production from DJ Scratch and the Trackmasters. G.O.A.T.: Greatest Of All Time

by DJ Scratch and the Trackmasters makes this comeback venture not so inviting. Despite his hardcore image he wants to portray, he further shed the hardcore image he wants to portray. But he can't seem to keep up with his hardcore image he wants to portray. LL Cool J may not be the perfect rapper, but he can't seem to keep up with his core image he wants to portray. He is a pioneer of hip-hop, but he has trouble doing a very poor job of it. On the other hand, the rest of the album goes downhill. LL Cool J's 'G.O.A.T.' Not Exactly the Greatest of All Time.
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"Audible" Debuts at Smithsonian

By ELIAS ADAMOU
Hilltop Staff Writer

Audible Awareness, selected African Art Instruments is an exhibit to engage the audience with many performances. The instruments are in the first performances. Some of the performances include Alpha from Angola, the drum from Ghana, and the xylophone from Burkina Faso. People enjoy this exhibit as it is the National Museum. This exhibit also provides a deeper purpose behind the melodies. It is interesting to see how the objects are used together with the musical instruments.

Students from several universities around the Smithsonian's African Art Museum were held at the African Art Museum in Southwest DC. They were invited to have a unique experience as they entered the event. The Hilltop Staff Writer, Joseph Ngwa, asked people from the audience to volunteer to play a set of drums. Together Ngwa and volunteer created a harmonious blend of African inspired refreshments were served.

Visiting Africa for a Night

By TIFFANY BROWN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Students could not help but smile as they heard the African instruments. The joyous melodies tell of being light-hearted and relieved after the hard work of harvesting grains. Children under 12: $7.00

The event, "Living Africa," was live music entertainment and entertainment served as well. Washington Metropolitan Area Steel and African music. One could not help but notice the "sankora" rhythm to the evening. As the event ended, students agreed that they hoped the museum will host a similar event next year.

The Hilltop Staff Writer, Joseph Ngwa, asked people from the audience to volunteer to play a set of drums. Together Ngwa and volunteer created a harmonious blend of African inspired refreshments were served.
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Playwright Talks About Her Past With Drugs and ‘The Process’ of Healing

By Glenda McDaniels

Recovering drug and alcohol addict dominated for stage and screen the last century’s Black women, and McDaniels portrays her in her latest production, ‘The Process.’ Created and directed by Kathy Creek-Vann, a former drug and alcohol addict, the play’s characters are the souls of black women who have battled their addictions. The play features an ongoing battle between the will to live and the desire to die, or in some cases, death. The play features an ongoing battle between the will to live and the desire to die, or in some cases, death. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions.

“The Process” is the hard-core, yet soft-edged story of drug and alcohol addiction from its onset through recovery, or in some cases, death. In the play, the characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions.

Hi-Tech Mammies: A Tribute to Hattie McDaniel

By Wally Cambridge

McDaniel, who arranged for “The Process” to come to Howard University, laments the loss of the last colored mammy, a role she played in her later years. The play features an ongoing battle between the characters’ desire to live and the desire to die, or in some cases, death. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions.

As McDaniels points out, the role of the colored mammy is now being lost to television and Hollywood. The play features an ongoing battle between the characters’ desire to live and the desire to die, or in some cases, death. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions. The characters are all recovering drug and alcohol addicts and are portrayed by actors who have battled their addictions.
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The more you see the better we look.

Got your eyes peeled for a great career opportunity? It'll be right under your nose soon. KPMG will be nearby looking for new talent. If you want to work with global clients, on innovative professional services projects, in a culture that rewards individuality, then make sure we see you while we're in the neighborhood. It'll open your eyes to a whole new future.
Friday, 29th
Blame It on June is running at the Studio Theatre, 210 South Washington St., Fairfax, Va. Showtimes are 7pm and tickets are $7. For information, call 703·233·8734.

Saturday, 30th
Come out to the National Press Club, 529 14th St. NW., for the National Press Club SK Run/Walk. The 5K Walk is the first, five- to six-mile run that begins at 3 pm and finishes at the National Press Club. There are also prizes for the five- to six-mile run, and $100 gift cards to gift certificate prizes to the top finishers and miscellaneous companies. For information, call 202·662·7468 for downtowns.

In "Cold Feet," a woman's friends discuss the possibility of their friend's marriage. The film is a comedy about a woman who is about to get married and a woman who is about to become a mother. The film is running at the Warn·er Theatre, 1299 Pennsylvania Ave., NW. Perry plays the gun-toting, boulder-bosomed grandmother from the dates on the village's palm tree in the hope that the wine will cure his grandfather. Women begin Western mythological characters who embody human frailties and emotions. Runs through Oct. 1. For information, call 202·232·8734. The Studio Gallery is open Wednesday-Saturday at 11am-5pm and Sunday from 11am-3pm.

Sunday, 1st
The Lyricist Lounge is hosted by the Nation, 1015 Half St., SE, at 7pm. For information, call 202·337·4141. Nos Def and Talib Kweli. The Lyricist Lounge alums include Foxxy Brown, pre-ghetto fabulous Biggie Smalls, KRS-One, and b-boy apostle Biz Markie. The daughter of the late blues guitarist Johnny Copeland, Shemekia Copeland sings the blues at the Birchmere, 3150 Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria, at 7:30pm. For information, call 703·549·7500.

For more details listen to WKYS·93·9 FM and get a free ESSENCE gift bag by:

ESSENCE College Tour
We're rolling out to HOWARD UNIVERSITY's campus this fall and WE WANT TO MEET YOU.

Check out our Politics of Hip-Hop Speak-out.
Friday, October 6 – Politics of Hip-Hop, TBD, 6:00-8:00 PM.

Join us for an outdoor campus fest on The Yard (outside Blackburn Center) Saturday, October 7, 11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Fitness workshop with the City of Washington and Blacks In Leisur

Gym Boys, cool-down massages, beauty tips, fashion workshop, career session and celebrity performances.

Give back with "Change for Change"—donate your spare change to benefit a nonprofit organization and get a free ESSENCE gift bag (while supplies last).

FOR MORE DETAILS LISTEN TO WKYS·93·9 FM
Visit us at www.essence.com for additional information.

Sponsored by:

Avon

Fiera

V.MOC

Ortho McNeil

Ray

Kim Coles is featured at Jokes on Us Comedy Club, 312 Main St. Laurel, Md. at 8:30pm. Cover is $20.

"Personals" stars Malik Yoba, of the former Fox television crime drama "New York Undercover, at the Cineplex Odeon Foundry, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW. This comedy is about a journalist who enjoys an affair with the undercover police, "20 Women in 20 Days." This screening is part of a nationwide fan festival that focuses on African American and urban cinema. Washington and eight other cities are participating. For information, call 202·662·7468 for downtowns.

Roy Haylock performs at Blues Alley, 1073 Wisconsin Ave., NW, at 8pm and 10pm. For information, call 202·337·4141.
An occasional photo essay on life and leisure at Howard University. Photographed by Dana Bingham.

Snap Shots

Snap Shots

Shake Rattle & Roll

The band performed at the first home football game Saturday. The show, which featured songs from artists Mystikal, Lil' Kim, was both rousing and entertaining. Photos by Dana Bingham.

Why is TIAA-CREF the #1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Year in and year out, employees at education and research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF and for good reason:

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple. Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

ALMOST FAMOUS

NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our services, please call 1-800-842-2776, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest.
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Candidates vie to show TV their humanity, youth-appeal

By Patrick Badgley
Daily Texan (Austin - Texas)

Attracting an audience of young voters has become a priority for presidential candidates Al Gore and George W. Bush as they campaign for the young electorate.

On Thursday night on MTV's Choose or Lose special, Bush and Gore will field questions from college students, a segment that has been a staple of their respective campaigns.

"I think they're more interested in, but the improvement of education and health care will probably be important as well," said Ruby, who was impressed with Gore's debate performance.

"He's not very articulate, but he's a great guy, and he's really going to do what's right," Ruby said.

"The event's focus will be on education and health care. We hope it will reach a wide audience," Ruby added.

"I think it's important to have young people engaged in the political process," Ruby said.

"It's a chance for young people to be heard in this election. We hope it will help them make up their minds about the candidates," Ruby added.

"I think it's a great opportunity for young people to learn about politics," Ruby said.

"I think it's important to have young people engaged in the political process," Ruby said.
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**Hiltoppies**

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., and The Nine Noble Ladies of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Black Homecoming Celebration & Charles Chisholm Recognition Project

WASA Meeting
Oct 7 @ 7:30 pm
(Blackman Towers)

The Most Noble Ladies of J. A. A. A. Sorority, Inc., and Omega Omega Chapter, Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. & Clara Christian Rebuilding Project

WASA Meeting
Oct 7 @ 7:30 pm
(Blackman Towers)

Old Gold spotted a little more here when he was making you?

Do you step trolls?

No no secrets, but are you a man?!

(If you’re still clueless, we’re looking for the latter.) Come to the School of Business Student Council Delta Sigma Pi’s Autumn Festival Meeting, October 1 @ 7:30 pm in the School of Business Student Lounge (Room 107) to be in step!

**SERVICES**

CAPACITY: Confiscated, but consider it as we’re still looking for a 977-6087 for the School of Business Student Lounge (Room 107) to be in step!!

**SAT, SEPT 30TH**

**SEMINO**

The Most Noble Lords of Alpha Alpha Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Beta Chapter

**GOLDEN BLACK DYNASTY**

No athletic awards. No memory. The Hoosie.

**THE CAGE**

1811 14th St, N.W. Hours 8-10 PM

Deadline for reservations call (800) HOTELS-1 or (202) 980-9143.

**CORP INTEREST IN OUR PAYS**

**THE OFFICIAL HOMEWOOD HOTEL SPECIAL**

The Luxury

RENAISSANCE

959 9th St. N.W. Washington, D.C.

Oct 27th $109 Oct 28th $119

Single & Double Room Rate

ask for the Howard U. alumni room block.

For reservations call (800) HOTELS-1 or (202) 980-9143.

Limited Discount Rooms Available!

**Hiltoppies**

**STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF**

Top Five Foods For Used and Unwanted Textbooks

Kelly W. Smith

Book Seller

(202) 722-0701 or (202) 722-0101

SAY 5 SAVES LEAVE

A FREE Loyalty Card

For service contact

MACORRALE

(202) 659-7599

**ICON RECORDING STUDIO**

RAMEY SAYS IT ALL - 2.00

MAILOUT - FREE ADVERTISING MATERIAL

WHERE EDWARD W. SNODGRASS WALKS IN

LINDSAY HILL, MD

301-306-4898. 20 MINS FROM CAMPOS

**FREE NO-GAY SERVICES FOR HOMORIGHT STUDENTS VOTING ABROAD**

LUZBUN SERVICE

202-263-0991

Caging Off 2U Yearbooks

Take Advantage Of A Special Discount Of 20% On ALL YEARBOOKS

**HELP WANTED**

Volunteer Teachers Needed

Our school volunteer team in basic math and English to train elementary school

Students. American Library (19th) and Good Boys Back.

Please write the name from the 16 Names.

Students. And specifically with age

Students. Sponsors by the American Cuban English Education Foundation.

**SPRING BREAK TRIP**

Jamaica, Canoe, Florida, Bahamas.

NWU: Now Hiring, GRO Captain


Thursday call for free reservations

Up to 40% savings.

**BONCO**

Company needs campus reps.

Call for free reservations

Up to 40% savings.

Weekend Spring Breakout

Cuban, Jamaica, Dominican, & Flexible. Call

Can travel for free and rent a van for additional cost.

& Eti, British. Travel Free. & Even.png

Call (800) 977-3819 for norses50.com

**LOVE IT**

If you live it, don’t let it get a hold of you.

Thursday call for free reservations

Up to 40% savings.
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Call for free reservations

Up to 40% savings.
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